Situation and Incident Reporting System (SIReS)

Real-time smart phone to command center capability

SIReS quickly clarifies the ground situation utilizing smart phone technology to provide real-time reports from on-site personnel to automatically populate command center databases. This information is displayed/analyzed at the command center and shareable with other command centers as well as on-site personnel. SIReS allows Blue Force Tracking and evacuee tracking capabilities.

SIReS is designed for use on most brand name smartphones and tablets.

Capabilities – Smart Phone to Command Center

- Real time SITREPs
  - Embedded picture or video
  - Structured text via drop down menus
  - Unformatted free form text & drawings
  - Real-time feedback from command center to on-site personnel
  - Analysis and visualization
- Blue Force Tracking
- Bar code scanning and reporting
  - Evacuee tracking
- Geo-Collaboration with other command centers and on-site personnel
**Capabilities**
- Situational reporting and visualization apps on commercial smart phones
- Situational awareness for command center visualization and Geo-Collaboration
- Utilize smart phone technology for evacuees with bar-coded wristbands

**Benefits**
- Collect and report damage assessment information in near-real-time
- Reduce timeline for understanding level of damage
- Focus resources quicker

**Command center app for visualizing and reviewing reports, analyzing information and real-time Geo-Collaboration**

**For more information, please contact:**

**Northrop Grumman**  
4807 Stonecroft Blvd.  
Chantilly, VA 20151  
Jeff Cantrell  
703-818-6079  
jeff.cantrell@ngc.com